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Abstract

The aim of the study is to examine the measurement invariance of the science literacy self-efficacy
items in the PISA 2015 student questionnaire in different science literacy achievement groups. In this
context, the sample of the study consists of 5556 students from Korea representing the high
achievement group, 6648 students from Spain representing the medium achievement group, and 5862
students from Turkey representing the low achievement group who responded to the Science
self-efficacy questionnaire in PISA 2015. The self-efficacy model for science literacy, which was
created by exploratory factor analysis in the first step with 18066 student data from three countries
within the scope of the research, was confirmed with 8 items and a single factor. In the second step, it
was examined whether the model provided measurement invariance in different success groups. In
the process of examining the invariance, multi-group confirmatory factor analysis was performed, and
the invariance of the model was examined gradually. The results of the research show that the
self-efficacy model for science literacy provides shape invariance, metric invariance and scale
invariance in different achievement groups. Since the model provides partial invariance between
countries in different achievement groups, comparing the scores of individuals in the countries from
the observed variables included in the model will give accurate results.
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Introduction

In the field of education, measurement and evaluation processes have an important place in order to
determine the learning levels of individuals. There are many types of exams and assessment types in
the assessment and evaluation. These exams can be done both nationally and internationally. One of
the exams held in this context is the International Student Assessment Program (PISA- Programme)
conducted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). for International
Student assistance. The purpose of PISA, which Turkey has been participating in since 2003 and which
is carried out every three years by focusing on specific subject areas, is to determine the achievement
levels of 15-year-old individuals in three areas: mathematical literacy, science literacy and reading
skills, and to determine whether they can transfer the skills they have acquired in these areas to daily
life. In addition, the results obtained from PISA allow comparisons between participating countries and
different groups.

PISA science literacy self-efficacy scale is a scale used to measure students' self-confidence in science
subjects (Latifah et al., 2019). Examining the measurement invariance of this scale in different
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achievement groups can provide important information about the validity and reliability of the scale.
Measurement invariance means that the property that a scale measures is measured in the same way
among different groups to which the scale is applied (Emerson et al., 2017). Ensuring measurement
invariance is an indication that the scale is valid and reliable (Ireland et al., 2019). In order to examine
the measurement invariance between different achievement groups, first of all, students should be
divided into different achievement groups. This distinction is usually made based on students' scores
on the PISA exam. Then, a sample is selected from each achievement group and the scale is applied.
In order to examine the measurement invariance of the scale between different achievement groups,
methods such as internal consistency coefficients of the scale, factor analysis, and item analysis of the
scale can be used (Jovanović et al., 2020). These methods show that the scale measures the same
across different groups. Examining the measurement invariance of the PISA science literacy
self-efficacy scale between different achievement groups can provide important information about the
validity and reliability of the scale. This information can be taken into account in the process of
developing and improving the scale.

Comparisons of the psychological structures discussed in the studies are also made between different
groups. Construct validity is related to the extent to which the measurement tool can reveal a
psychological structure or feature (Anastasi, 1988). Due to the differentiation of individuals and
therefore groups from each other, the results obtained from the measurements may differ. In addition
to the differences between the individual and the group, there are also different factors affecting the
measurement results. Therefore, since the item and test statistics calculated in the context of validity
and reliability are calculated depending on the group, they may show different results depending on
the characteristics of each group (Crocker & Algina, 1986). In addition to these factors, the instrument
measuring a defined psychological structure should be made meaningful for all groups while making
intergroup comparisons such as gender differences and regional differences in measurement
processes between groups. Before intergroup comparisons, measurement invariance should be
considered so that it can be determined that the same construct or constructs are being measured in
each of the groups in the comparison. Measurement invariance is that the relationship between latent
variables and observed variables is the same between groups (Widaman & Rice, 1997). On the other
hand, measurement invariance is a prerequisite for making comparisons between different groups
(Horn & McArdle, 1992). For example, while investigating the job satisfaction level of groups of
American and Chinese workers, the data to be obtained from the scale used will vary according to the
way the groups interpret the items (Cheung & Rensvold; 1999). When making comparisons between
groups in studies in the field of social sciences, the assumption that there is no difference due to the
measurement tool may weaken the study. For this reason, the invariance of the measurement tool
should be revealed by the analyzes made. Measurement invariance emerges to make comparisons
between different groups (Cheung & Rensvold; 2000) and its basis lies in ensuring the validity of the
measurements made for the comparison groups (Tyson, 2004). Ensuring the cross-cultural validity of
the scales used ensures the generalizability of the scales and the reliability of the results obtained
(Marsh et al., 2006). When the relevant literature is examined, it is seen that measurement invariance
studies are carried out especially to determine the cross-cultural generalizability of psychological
constructs and the comparability of these constructs. Studies on the generalizability and comparability
of the mentioned structures are more about the measurement tool than the individuals in the sample,
and it aims to determine whether the results obtained from the measurement tool reveal an equal
structure.

The contributions of studies on measurement invariance (Ayvalı, 2016; Akyıldız, 2009; Bahadır, 2012;
Başusta & Gelbal 2015; Kıbrıslıoğlu, 2015; Uyar & Doğan, 2014) to the literature are very valuable. In
addition to the studies on PISA, it has been reported that measurement invariance studies conducted
on large-scale exams such as TIMSS and with individual measurement tools do not provide
measurement invariance between different language, culture or gender groups (Ercikan & Koh, 2005;
Önen, 2009; Steinmetz et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2007). However, some studies with different samples
have revealed that the PISA science literacy self-efficacy scale provides measurement invariance
between different achievement groups (Odell et al., 2021; Güngör & Kabasakal, 2020; Uysal & Arıkan,
2018).
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In order to examine measurement invariance, it requires four steps and hypothesis testing. These are;

Shape invariance: It is the initial level of measurement invariance. At this stage, hypothesis testing is
performed, indicating that the factor structure of the measurement tool is invariant between groups. If
there is evidence for stylistic invariance, it means that the items of the measurement tool measure
similar psychological structure between groups.

Metric invariance: If the responses of separate groups to the items are similar, it is possible with
metric invariance that the scores obtained from separate groups are comparable (Steenkamp &
Baumgartner, 1998). At this stage, the hypothesis that the regression coefficients for the items that
make up the measurement tool, also known as the factor loads, is invariant between the groups is
tested.

Scalar invariance: At this stage, the hypothesis that the constant coefficient in the regression equation
created with the items constituting the measurement tool is invariant between the groups is tested.
For scale invariance to exist, both metric invariance and regression require the same origins in the
equation. This stage of measurement invariance; means that the value on the implicit structure is
equal to the value on the observed value.

Strict invariance: At this stage, the hypothesis that the errors related to the items that make up the
measurement tool is invariant among the groups is tested.

Each of these levels; It is created based on the model in the previous stage. Thus, measurement
invariance at any level is based on examining the level of fit of the model at that level and the model
at the previous level to the data.

Generally, it is not possible to provide all of the invariance stages. In such cases, according to the
purpose of the scale used, partial invariance is also considered as a degree of measurement
invariance. In order to be able to compare the means of the scale in the groups, it is necessary to
ensure invariance up to scalar (full score equivalence) invariance (Dimitrov, 2010).

Structural equation model studies are more focused on developing theory. While developing the
theory, studies are carried out to determine the existing relationships between the variables studied.
Structural equation model applications to determine measurement invariance give generalizable
information about the theory that is tried to be put forward. In this way, it can be said that
measurement invariance studies have a very important role in determining the structures that are tried
to be defined. Constancy is directly related to the construct validity of measurement tools. Invariance
studies, especially applied for large-scale exams, give valid results for comparing groups. As a result, it
is thought that the intensification of invariance studies by considering various variables for various
measurement tools will contribute to the literature.

The self-efficacy scale is a psychological tool used to measure the level of self-confidence of
individuals. This scale can give healthier results by examining factors such as measurement invariance
and equality of self-efficacy items in different achievement groups. The purpose of examining
measurement invariance in different achievement groups is to verify that the self-efficacy scale is valid
for all groups (Özgen & Bindak, 2008). The purpose of examining the equality of self-efficacy items is
to verify that each item of the scale is equally meaningful for different groups. Therefore, each item of
the PISA 2015 science self-efficacy scale should be examined to ensure that it has the same meaning
for different groups. In order for the science self-efficacy scale to be used as a valid and reliable tool,
examining the measurement invariance and equality of self-efficacy items in different achievement
groups will shed light on the comparisons and researches to be made. Structural equation modeling
can be used to examine the invariance of the science self-efficacy scale and the equality of the items
and to generalize the results (Kaynak, 2012; Şimşek, 2020).

The aim of the study is to examine the measurement invariance of the PISA 2015 science literacy
self-efficacy scale in the achievement groups of Korea, Spain and Turkey, and the equality of the
self-efficacy items. For this purpose, For this purpose, it will be ensured to test the measurement
invariance of self-efficacy for science literacy of students participating in the PISA 2105 exam for
countries with different achievement levels. In this context, it is thought that the study will provide
more valid results on the significance of the comparisons of self-efficacy items for science literacy in
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PISA 2015 according to countries with different achievement levels. Testing the measurement
invariance in the study; It is thought that any comparison made on the basis of countries with
different success levels will be a reference to other studies that will make it meaningful. In addition,
since studies on measurement invariance in the literature mostly focus on different language, different
culture and gender groups, it is thought that the measurement invariance study for different success
groups in this research will contribute to the literature. The research problem is whether there is
evidence of item measurement invariance for countries with different achievement levels by using the
scale data measuring self-efficacy for science literacy in PISA 2015.

Method

Research Design

In this study, the equality of the items measuring self-efficacy for science literacy in the PISA 2015
application was examined in terms of Korea, Spain and Turkey. In this direction, this study is a study
in the relational survey model.

Universe and Sample

For the purpose of the study, countries; purposive sampling method was used because it was

determined according to low, medium and high achievement levels, taking into account the OECD

PISA science literacy average. Because purposeful sampling is the selection of a sample rich in

information in line with the purpose of the study in order to conduct in-depth research (Büyüköztürk

et al., 2018).

For the purpose of this study, one country each for the lower, middle and upper groups was selected
from the 72 countries participating in the PISA 2015 exam. For the selection of the countries, the
average of each group was determined and the country closest to this average in each group was
selected. These three selected countries; Korea, which has the same average with the average of the
countries with achievement above the OECD science average in the upper group, Spain, which has the
same average with the average of the countries with achievement not significantly different from the
OECD science average in the middle group, and Turkey, which has the same average with the average
of the countries with achievement below the OECD science average in the lower group, constitute the
study sample. The study sample consists of students participating in the PISA 2015 application from
Korea, Spain and Turkey. In the research, student data from Korea (5556), Spain (6648) and Turkey
(5862) were used.

Data Collecting

Research data is taken from http://www.oecd.org/pisa/data/2015database/. These data were shared
in 2016. The data in the study were obtained from the self-efficacy items for science literacy in the
ST129 coded student questionnaire of the PISA 2015 application. Ethical principles were followed in
obtaining the data.

Data Collection Tools

In this study, data belonging to the 8-item science literacy self-efficacy subscale of the student
questionnaire coded ST129 and applied in PISA 2015 were used. This scale is a 4-point Likert- type
structure that scales between strongly disagree (1) strongly agree (4). The code and item form of the
items in the ST129 coded student questionnaire are given in Table 1.
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Table 1

Items of the ST 129 Coded Student Questionnaire

Item Code Materials

ST129Q01TA Recognise the science question that underlies a newspaper report
on a health issue.

ST129Q02TA Explain why earthquakes occur more frequently in some regions
than in others.

ST129Q03TA Describe the role of antibiotics in the treatment of disease.

ST129Q04TA Identify the science question associated with the disposal of
garbage.

ST129Q05TA Predict how changes to an environment will affect the survival of
certain species.

ST129Q06TA Interpret the scientific information provided on the labeling of food
items.

ST129Q07TA Discuss how new evidence can lead you to change your
understanding about the possibility of life on Mars.

ST129Q08TA Identify the better of two explanations for the formation of acid
showers.

Data Analysis

SPSS23 and Mplus7 for Windows software were used to analyze the data. First of all, the missing data
were examined and it was determined that the rate of missing data was below 1% and was randomly
distributed. Since the item scores were at the level of the ranking scale, the median value was
assigned instead of the missing data. In addition, for the exploratory factor analysis, it was examined
whether the data showed a normal distribution and whether there was a multicollinearity between the
scale items. According to the results obtained, it was determined that the data were normally
distributed and there was no multicollinearity problem between the scale items. Then, after KMO and
Barlett tests were performed to determine whether the data before the analysis were suitable for
exploratory factor analysis, it was determined that the data set was suitable for exploratory factor
analysis. Finally, exploratory factor analysis was performed and a measurement model was established
according to the results of this analysis.

Multi-group confirmatory factor analysis (CGFA) was applied to test the model-data fit. In testing the
model data fit, CFI, ratio and mean square error of estimation (RMSEA) indices were
examined. In structural equation modeling analyzes, it was observed that chi-square values were
often significant due to large samples (Brown, 2006). For a good model-data fit, it has been deemed
appropriate to use RMSEA values and CFI values, which are stronger against statistical inadequacies
caused by sample size and are more appropriate in large samples than other fit statistics (Cheung &
Rensvold, 2002). It is accepted that a CFI value higher than 0.90 and a RMSEA value lower than 0.08
indicate a good model-data fit.

With multiple group applications, it is tried to determine whether the latent traits to be measured are
different between the groups. In these applications, differences between confirmatory coefficients of
fit (CFI) are used. There are studies suggesting that the CFI value is more appropriate as an
alternative to chi-square when there are statistical inadequacies caused by the large sample size in
determining the fit. Wu et al., (2007) explained that the difference between the CFI fit coefficients
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should be used instead of the chi-square difference in their study with TIMSS data as follows. The
chi-square difference is a function of the sample size, and it is not correct to use it alone in the
decision for measurement invariance.

As an invariance test in the model used in this study, CFI differences (ΔCFI) obtained from the
application of shape invariance, metric invariance, scale invariance and strict invariance were
compared. The main reason for examining ΔCFI values is that the fit coefficients provide information
about the relationship between latent scores and observed scores. In order to fulfill the condition of
invariance, the invariance was examined by taking into account that ΔCFI values were in the range of
0.01≥ΔCFI≥-0.01. Furthermore, comparisons were made based on ΔCFI values as well as SRMR
difference values (ΔSRMR) for metric and strict invariance. Acceptance levels for these comparisons
are ΔCFI≥-.010 and ΔSRMR≥.015 for metric invariance when n>300, and ΔCFI≥-.010 and
ΔSRMR≥0.010 for strict invariance. On the other hand, when n<300, ΔCFI≤-.005 and ΔSRMR≥.025
conditions must be met for metric invariance, while ΔCFI≥-.005 and ΔSRMR≥0.005 conditions must be
met for strict invariance.

Findings

Exploratory factor analysis was performed on 8 items in the PISA self-efficacy questionnaire, and it
was checked whether the item clusters were suitable for the theory and model. The eigenvalues of the
factors scree plot chart is given below.

Figure 1

Figure 1: Scree plot drawn depending on the eigenvalues of the factors

In Figure 1, it is seen that 1 factor is dominant in the scree plot drawn regarding the eigenvalues of
the factors. Since 8 items to which exploratory factor analysis was applied measure self-efficacy
towards science, all of the items were gathered under 1 factor. The total variance explained by a
factor is 58.662%. The measurement model created with the path diagram obtained by exploratory
factor analysis is as in Figure 2.
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Figure 2

Path diagram for the shape invariance obtained from all data

The fit statistics for the model in Figure 2 were found to be at an acceptable level of fit. Since the
sample size is very large, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR values were taken into account. Considering the
data's fit criteria for the model (CFI>0.90, RMSEA<0.08 and SRMR<0.08), the data used was found to
be compatible with the single-factor model since CFI=0.967, RMSEA= 0.080 and SRMR=0.026.

Information on the tested invariance levels is in Table 2. Shape invariance model in the table; factor
loadings, factor correlations and error variances free model, metric invariance model; constant factor
loadings, factor correlations and error variances free model, scale invariance model; factor loadings
and factor correlations constant, error variance free model and strict invariance model; factor loads,
factor correlations and error variances represent the fixed model.

The model in Figure 2 shows the model with free factor loadings, factor correlations and error
variances. The fit statistics and the difference values of the fit statistics calculated when restrictions
are imposed on the model without restrictions are as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Fit statistics for measurement invariance levels

Stages
χ2 df RMSEA SRMR ΔSRMR CFI ΔCFI

Shape
invariance

5604,563 75 0.111 0.055 - 0.925 -

Metric
invariance

5692,472 82 0.107 0.058 0.003 0.924 -0.001

Scale
invariance

6236.712 88 0.108 0.061 0.006 0.917 -0.008

Strict
invariance

11486.807 106 0.134 0.136 0.081 0.846 -0.079
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If comments are made for each level in terms of invariance according to the indexes given in the
table; When the fit statistics for shape invariance are examined (CFI>0.90, and SRMR<0.08), it is
seen that the model adapts to the data in the shape invariance stage. When the ΔCFI (CFI difference
value) fit index was examined to decide whether the shape invariance was achieved or not, it was
decided that this stage was approved. Confirmation of figural invariance indicates that the measured
structure is similar from group to group, that is, students from Korea, Spain and Turkey have similar
conceptual perspectives in responding to scale items. When the fit statistics for metric invariance are
examined (CFI>0.90, and SRMR<0.08), it is seen that the model adapts to the data in the metric
invariance stage. Obtained from CFI and SRMR difference test to decide metric invariance (ΔCFI and
ΔSRMR) values were analyzed and interpreted. The findings show that the relationship between the
property measured by the items of the self-efficacy scale and the self-efficacy dimension is similar for
students from Korea, Spain, and Turkey. When the fit statistics for scale invariance are examined
(CFI>0.90, and SRMR<0.08), it is seen that the model adapts to the data in the scale invariance
stage. When the ΔCFI value calculated with the CFI fit indices obtained from the multi-group DFA
application was examined to determine the scale invariance, it was determined that there was no bias
on the basis of the items for students from Korea, Spain and Turkey, since the obtained value met the
condition of invariance. As a result, the hypothesis that the constant coefficients in the regression
equations established for the items are invariant for students from Korea, Spain and Turkey has been
confirmed. At the last level, when the fit statistics for strict invariance were examined, it was
determined that the model did not fit the data in the strict invariance stage, since it did not meet the
condition (CFI<0.90 and SRMR>0.08). In addition, the hypothesis that the errors for the items in the
measurement tool are invariant between the groups compared, was calculated using the fit indices
(ΔCFI and ΔSRMR) obtained from the multi-group DFA. not validated considering its value. Thus, it
was concluded that the errors regarding the items in the measurement tool differed between the
groups compared. As a result, all of the other types of invariance are satisfied except strict invariance.
Thus, partial invariance of the self-efficacy scale was provided for Korea, Spain and Turkey. As a result
of the findings obtained from all analyses, it will be meaningful to compare the averages of
self-efficacy for the countries with different success levels regarding the model created by considering
the EFA results.

Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations

In this research to determine the measurement invariance for countries; Within the scope of the
measurement model created for science literacy self-efficacy; Shape invariance, metric invariance, and
scale invariance are confirmed. However, strict invariance has not been confirmed. According to this
result, only partial invariance of the scale was achieved. The results of the measurement invariance
applications made within the framework of the research show that the psychometric structure
obtained from the measurement model, which consists of the items in the PISA student questionnaire
and prepared to reveal the students' self-efficacy towards science, can be generalized for three
countries, namely Korea, Spain and Turkey. This result is similar to other studies revealing that the
PISA science literacy self-efficacy scale provides measurement invariance between different regional
and gender groups (Ding et al., 2023; Güngör & Kabasakal, 2020; Uysal & Arıkan, 2018).

The findings of the study provide evidence that the PISA self-efficacy questionnaire is unbiased with
respect to the countries studied and provides valid and reliable results in revealing the characteristics
of Korean, Spanish and Turkish students' self-efficacy constructs. This finding is supported by the
finding that the PISA science literacy self-efficacy scale is valid and statistically reliable (Mohd Dzin &
Lay, 2021). Ding et al. (2023) analyzed the data of over 600,000 students from 80 countries and two
different PISA assessments, and found that there was a large degree of invariance in self-efficacy
factors and that factor tools could not be compared across all participating countries. In the study, it
was stated that as the number of groups and sample size increased, the possible violation of
invariance increased. Similarly, Rutkowski & Svetina (2014) stated that a large group is not suitable in
the context of various sample sizes or should be adjusted especially when the number of groups is
large. These findings show that the selection of Korea, Spain and Turkey, which are in different
rankings instead of more countries in the research, is correct. Similarly, Uysal and Arıkan (2018)
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argued that the science self-efficacy scale met all stages of gender invariance in both 2006 and 2015,
and provided measurement invariance between gender and country groups.

It can be said that the measurement model, in which measurement invariance is investigated,
measures similarly for Korean, Spanish and Turkish students, and thus, based on the results obtained
from the measurement tool, it can be said that it would be appropriate to compare Korean, Spanish
and Turkish students within the scope of the measurement model studied.
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